
  

The Use Cases 
Induction: 
Distribution and introduction the Talisman in person over several
short simple sessions during a retreat or weekend course. 

Program:
Ongoing 6 week program to integrate the 6 ID steps into everyday
life using the Talisman to socially connect participants.  

Ongoing:
Continued use of the Talisman after the 6 week program within a
socially connected sangha.

Advanced:
Optional personalisation of the Talisman device and online
platform. 



  

Induction Use Cases

- Talisman handout

- Learning to use your Talisman

- Creation of your personal color pattern



  

Program Use Cases

- Contemplation Media content

- Colored Contemplation Reminders

- Contemplation Status Feedback



  

Ongoing Use Cases

- Personal meditation tracking

- Sharing meditation presence

- Namaste and other gesture messages



  

Advanced Use Cases

- Entering availability schedule

- Opt in privacy settings



  

Talisman handout

● Talisman support team hand out each Talisman and
cover basic operation, handling, care.

● Receive your beacon(s) with your name on their label.

● Practise charging your Talisman using provided cable.

● If using a laptop install the program that communicates
with your Talisman over the USB cable.

● If using an Android phone, load the app that
communicates over bluetooth with your Talisman.

(Support team help check your bluetooth is paired.)



  

Using your Talisman

● Choose how to carry your Talisman; wrist or pendant?

● Practise single tapping the Talisman to awaken it.

● Practise double tapping to choose enter.

● Practise tilting the Talisman to select yes or no when
answering the contemplation question. Recognise the
green yes, red no side LEDs.

● Recognise the pulsing single color flashing reminders.

● Recognise flickering flashing of your partner’s color
pattern.



  

Create color pattern

Create your own unique personal color pattern by
moving your Talisman in the air.

Recognise your partner’s and peers’ flickering color
pattern received and shown on your Talisman.

Watch the flickering color pattern on the portal next to
your partner’s avatar icon.



  

Contemplation Media Content

Listen or view audio and written content within
the portal using any internet browser.

Search and locate media on the portal from any
phone or computer browser.

Sort media by contemplation topic, media type
or release date.



  

Colored Contemplation Reminder

Receive notification with a
pulsing color on the
Talisman to remind you to
bring your awareness to
this weeks contemplation
topic. Vibration may be
turned on too.

Each week has one of the
six ID steps, and each step
uses it’s own color when
flashing.

 

Pause (red)

Relax (green)

Open (blue)

Trust emergence (magenta)

Listen deeply (cyan)

Speak the truth (yellow) 



  

Contemplation Status Feedback

Answer a yes or no question randomly during the day to assist
reflecting on how present you are right now with this weeks
contemplation topic.

Practise tilting the Talisman to choose yes or no answers.

Recognise the question vibration pattern.

Practise ignoring the question and discretely tapping to dismiss
any untimely interruption.



  

Personal meditation tracking

Place your beacon(s) around your house in
those places where you do intensional practise.

Track your meditation practise events and
optionally share progress charts in the online
portal with your partner and or peers.



  

Shared presence

Learn the namaste / bow gesture moving the Talisman
in the air to show you are starting / finishing meditation.

Instead of namaste / bow gesture choose to signal
starting and finishing meditation when your Talisman is
placed  very near the beacon in your meditation room.

 

Receive flickering colored patterns on your Talisman
when your peers start and finish their meditation.



  

Gesture messages

Move your Talisman through the air tracing out
common gestures.

When recognised common gestures such as entering
sitting meditation will be sent as a message.

Recognise received messages from the flickering
color pattern on your Talisman.



  

Availability schedule

Choose which days of week and what times you
allow notifications on.

Allow / block vibration and flashing of Talisman.

Learn how to tap your Talisman to stop alerts.

Learn how to put Talisman into airplane mode.



  

Privacy settings

Use the portal to easily choose to opt in to
share with peers.

Learn to recognise the  peer share icon within
the portal and turn it on or grey it out for each
piece of information.

Learn how to completely wipe your account.
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